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The Bradbury Co., Inc., founded in 1959, has expanded its global presence and diversified 
its product portfolio through several acquisitions and ventures.   

The Bradbury Group is a global family of companies dedicated to manufacturing 
industry-leading metal processing equipment for our customers. 

ACQUISITION TIMELINE

Our fundamental beliefs and guiding principles define our 
organization’s culture and behavior. 

Live our values: We strive to live by our values at work 
and in our personal life. 

Focus on the core: Focus on our core competencies and 
strengths - do what we do best. 

Expand our solutions: We look for ways to innovate and 
improve. We are open to new ideas that help our com-
panies, employees, equipment, and customers grow and 
evolve.

By following our core values, our Group of companies has a strong culture 
aligned with our mission and vision. 

bradburygroup.com +1.620.345.6394



Bradbury’s roll-formed products division received its own identity in 
1991 as Custom Rollforming Corporation (CRC). CRC now operates 
ten production lines in its Moundridge, KS, facility, forming an array 
of roll-formed metal products customized to customer specifica-
tions. CRC’s production spectrum spans from simple to intricate 
parts in various shapes and gauges. 

Bradbury expanded its portfolio by acquiring American Machine & 
Rollform Tech in 1996. American Machine has been a pioneer in 
crafting cutting-edge roll forming and hydraulic punch and cutoff 
machines since 1989. Manufactured at the Bradbury facility, The 
AMRT brand boasts state-of-the-art hydraulic punch and cut equip-
ment, most notably the patented Viper® technology that has revo-
lutionized the steel framing industry.

 In January 1999, we welcomed Marion Die & Fixture (MDF) into the Brad-
bury Group. MDF, located in Marion, KS, specializes in crafting equipment 
for the tool and die industry, offering a range of solutions from progres-
sive dies to punch and notch dies, door emboss dies, and cutoff dies. 
Their clientele spans numerous industries, including appliance, automotive, 
garage door, HVAC, lighting, metal building, and more.

A Legacy of Innovation and Excellence

The Bradbury Co., Inc., located in Moundridge, KS, serves as the 
world headquarters for The Bradbury Group of companies. With 
over six decades in the industry, Bradbury started in 1959 as a 
roll-formed products division and a manufacturer of roll tooling 

for the metal-forming industry. In 1964, Floyd Bradbury designed the first Bradbury roll 
former for a company that produced awnings. Today, our equipment line-up encompass-
es technologically advanced roll forming lines, complete coil processing lines, levelers, and 
state-of-the-art automated production systems. Our facility is equipped with 75 machines, 
including lathes, mills, grinders, saws, and more, to machine all the major components 
required to assemble our equipment. We hold 28 active U.S. patents, two patent-pending 
applications, and 60 active international patents. When it comes to Bradbury equipment, 
you can rest assured that it embodies cutting-edge technology and is unrivaled in quality 
and longevity. Bradbury is committed to providing reliable, knowledgeable customer service 
through our technical service departments. We utilize the latest technology in remote di-
agnostics to ensure our customers are supported quickly, minimizing downtime. We have a 
24-hour / 365-day service hotline to assist customers when required. 

Company Acquistions



Venturing into the Southern Hemisphere in July 1999, Bradbury 
acquired Hayes International, headquartered in Rotorua, New Zea-
land. Since its beginning in 1960, Hayes has been a globally ac-
claimed company and a trusted supplier of roll forming, slitting, 
folding, and related equipment for manufacturing roofing, wall pro-
files, structural sections, and other metal building and steel framing 
products. 

2001 saw the inception of Beck Automation LLC, spearheaded by the 
knowledge and passion of Joe Beck, a veteran in the roll forming and 
controls industry. Beck Automation, located in St. Louis, MO, makes 
production equipment more efficient and profitable. Beck designs 
controls and related products for rollforming equipment, cut-to-
length lines, tube mills, portable rollformers, and folding machines.  

In 2005, Metform International Ltd., in Mississauga, Ontario, Cana-
da, joined The Bradbury Group. Metform, established in 1968, man-
ufactures roll forming equipment for the automotive, railcar, and 
heavy-gauge roll forming industries. Metform equipment has proven 
longevity and helps customers stay on the leading edge in the indus-
try.

Bradbury Group Australia, Pty Ltd, a subsidiary of the Bradbury 
Group formed in 2010, brings together the expertise and innovation 
of three established leaders in the roll forming industry: Hilleng In-
ternational, Die-Craft Engineering, and Hayes Australia. Bradbury 
Group Australia is at the forefront of manufacturing sandwich panel 
laminating machinery and systems, and they are a premier roll for-
mer manufacturer of rainwater products. 

Alliance Machine and Engraving, LLC, based in Ashland, VA, joined 
forces with The Bradbury Group family of companies in 2011. Man-
ufacturing capabilities for Alliance span a diverse range of products 
and industries, encompassing embossing machines & rolls, calender-
ing equipment, and composite lumber machines for metals, non-wo-
ven, geotextile, paper, and composites. 

The Bradbury Group welcomed Athader S.L. into The Bradbury Group 
family in 2012. Located in San Sebastian, Spain, and founded in 
1992, Athader is a trusted manufacturer of slitting lines, blanking 
lines, flying shears, stacking and packing equipment, and much more 
for the coil processing industry. Combining their expertise, The Brad-
bury Co., Inc. and Athader have the coil processing equipment solu-
tion for lean manufacturing, scrap reduction, and increased efficien-
cy. 



2014 saw the addition of Bradbury Group Pu.Ma. to our ever-grow-
ing family. This acquisition aligns with our growth strategy and 
broadens our product offerings to include continuous PUR / PIR 
insulated sandwich panel equipment. Bradbury Group Pu.Ma. serves 
the metal building, cold storage, HVAC, garage doors, entry doors, 
and injection molding industries.

In 2015, The Bradbury Group unveiled Bradbury Metal Tile Roofing 
Solutions LP, based in New Zealand, established to serve the global 
metal tile roofing industry. A BMTRS metal tile production line can 
manufacture multiple exposed and hidden fasten metal tile profiles 
and ridge cap profiles. For an entry-level solution, a company may 
purchase customized die sets and partner with a contract manu-
facturer to produce metal tiles. 

Attica Precision Machining joined our Group in 2022. The facility, 
located in Attica, KS, has a comprehensive suite of services encom-
passing sawing, sub-assembly welding, polishing, precision turning, 
and machining. Their expertise in precision turning allows products 
with dimensions of up to 14 inches in diameter by 83 inches in 
length. Additionally, it offers precision machining capabilities ex-
tending to 41 inches in length, 41 inches in width, and 51 inches in 
height.

Bradbury acquired Press Room Equipment Co. in 2023. PRE has 
over four decades of experience designing and manufacturing 
high-quality equipment for metal stamping and fabrication indus-
tries. PRE builds stock reels, pallet decoilers, straighteners, coil 
upenders, press feed systems, high-speed precision servo feeds, 
and automated processing lines in their Springfield, MO, facility. In 
addition to the PRE brand, the acquisition includes the Norwalk and 
Waddington Electronic brands. 

The Bradbury Group 
continually expands its 

horizons, embraces 
technological 

advancements, and 
maintains an 

unwavering dedication 
to customer service. 
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